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CIA as a White House FellowŠ
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preceding eight-point definition
integrity for the
CIA is, of course, eminently debat
able. In fact, having that debate is
exactly the point of trying to arrive at
a working definition of integrity; it is
the best way to surface challenges and
obstacles to integrity before they
become problems and crises.
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tions and performance appraisals
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profes
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Applbaum™s list. One senior

added

to
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I interviewed underscored the impor
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the

discouraged, making it less likely that
people will speak out about ethical
problems; a concern that an unwill
ingness to acknowledge failure
acceptable outcome creates an incen

context

sional roles. The conduct of

of clear

profession

told

me

for
of espionage when he

guiding principles

regularly reward those
integrity.

who acted

get soiled when you want to
‚dirty™ part of espionage rather
than feeling that you must do it to

do the

achieve noble

Cloudy
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have any moral force, it has to
refer to ideals and commitments.f
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4

he suggests,

particularly true,
a professional role requires

a

person fto act in ways that, if not for
the role, would be wrong.f AppI
baum cites law, business, politics,

military

as

pro

fessions that depend upon fmoral
forcef to legitimize actions that
would be
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culture. As the dust has settled
from the fall of Communism, threats

School of Government, has written
that, fIf a claim of professionalism is

and the
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Applbaum, a specialist on
professional ethics at the Kennedy

journalism,

was

dedicated. Awareness of and com
mitment to shared values were the
driving forces behind the CIA™s oper

Arthur
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there
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Purpose

This is

to

societally unacceptable

the United States still remain. But
for many I interviewed, these new
threats lack the obvious moral dimen
sion presented by the expansionist
ideology of the Soviet Union, and are
thus less compelling motivators for
doing a difficult job with integrity. As
the
one case officer told me, fNow
only thing that matters is: Is it good
for the United States?f
to

Also

the Cold War, what was
good for the United States was seen
to be a matter of principle, while
today it is often more clearly seen as

during

Computer scientist and management
theorist Jay Forrester of MIT once
remarked that the hallmark of a great
is how quickly bad news
travels upward.5 If an organization is

organization

goals.f

During the Cold War,
versal clarity about the
commitments

without

and

that, fIn this business, you

start to

tive
to

Encouraging Dissent
Accepting Bad News

deal with

problems effectively,
be brought out into the
before
they become too serious
open
to manage. For this to happen,
employees must know that managers
will respond to the bad news itself,
to

they

have

to

rather than shoot the messenger.
also have to know that,

They

although

not result in
manage
all
action,
thoughtful dissent
will receive a fair and honest hearing.
This kind of open environment is

it may

ment

particularly
is

to

mas,

surface

crucial if an

potential

which there is

to cover

a

organization

ethical dilem
great incentive

up.

The interviews I conducted suggest
that the CIA™s record on this score

has been mixed. In the DO, one
career officer told me that, fThere
has never been a time when I felt I
couldn™t speak up,f while another

Ethics

said that those who do speak up chal
lenge the fmost prized valuef of the
DOŠloyalty. They are considered
fwave makersf who are fnot on the
teamf or fin revolt.f A senior
manager who spent his career in the
DO related the story of a time when

he

reported

a

conduct with
cized

for unethical

colleague
a ffloozyf

and
for

by Headquarters
boys.f

was

not

criti

being

of the

fone

immoral. The student had

hoped

to

Several

analysts

openly
pointed out to the instructor that
feveryone was already thinking about
these things and talking about them
on their own.f
Despite this, the
instructor refused

of others

in class and

show the tape,
because he feared that it

reportedly

to

in the
would raise too many fdoubtsf
minds of the new recruits and make

notef

as a means

visible

the customer, thereby
his or her options for

to

A number
that the relative
absence of dissent in the directorate™s
analytic products reflects a decrease in

action

further

or

dissent within the DI itself. As evi

devoted

willingness to accept dissent var
ies greatly from manager to manager.
They pointed out that this is a partic
ularly critical quality for a chief of
station, who in large part sets the
for that

fethical climatef
ronment.

unique envi
genuine

Some chiefs have

open-door policies and are commit
ted to understanding the concerns of
the officers below them, while oth
ers, I was told, are interested in

told what

A former

that this

deal with it within the station
find a way to avoid telling

to

to

or

Washington.f
Some DO officers I talked to, partic
ularly younger ones, felt that this lack

of willingness
extends

to countenance

even to

philosophical

sions of the ethical

espionage

and the

nature

dissent
discus

of

psychological

diffi

culties of the life of a case officer.
One related the story of an instructor
in a Career Trainee class who refused
a

student™s

a

national

with

a

left the
the

that the first time in his
in

engaged

a

career

me

he

ever

discussion of the ethical

and moral dimensions of espionage
with his managers and colleagues was
when he was considering leaving the

Agency

for

those

precisely

reasons.

Although he praised his supervisor for
ultimately supporting his decision to
move to another position within the
discussion of ethical issues
allowed him
cerns

and

to

work

to

continue

might have
through his con
as a case

officer.

exists between

dynamic
Headquarters and stations as well: fA
chief of station™s overriding goal,f he
said, fis to get through his watch
without a flap. The name of the game
is

officer told

case

directorate, he wondered if an earlier

they want to hear.f
officer
now working
case
elsewhere in the Agency suggested
fbeing

Another former

request
news

to

watch

program™s

former DO

case

a

tape of

interview

officer who

Agency because he came to
conclusion that espionage was

Dissent and discussion

are

the life

blood of the DI.

fSpeaking truth to
powerf depends upon a vigorous
effort to find the truth, and highquality analysis is as much the
product of open intellectual dis
course as it is of diligent research.
While none of the DI employees I
interviewed suggested that there has
a conscious attempt to stifle
debate within the directorate, a
significant number did raise concerns

been

inquiry.

suggested

and

to

to

they pointed to the
publications

of internal

fdrying upf
Most DO officers I interviewed felt

with

of the foot
of making dissent

increasing

dence of this,

them fsoft.f

that

spoke

I

lamented the fdemise

discuss the issue

the

expression of dissent
use of competi

the decreased

tive analysis. One young analyst
suggested that this is chiefly a result
of shortened production timelines.
fYou always have to fight the idea,f

he said, fthat alternative views slow
down the process.f
A number of individuals in the

pointed to the same muting
of debate and reluctance to receive
bad news in their directorate. One
such individual, who defined scien
DS&T

tific

integrity as fa willingness to be
challenged and a willingness to
grow,f felt particularly strongly about
the subject. fScientific integrity is
bankrupt at CIA,f he told me. fPeo
ple do not like being challenged and
consider a request to see the proof
behind an assertion to be aggressive
behavior.f Another manager from the
directorate echoed this concern when
she told

me

S&T avoid

behind the
have

lenge

that fsome people in
challenges by hiding

the

that ‚you do not
information to chal

excuse

enough
me on

this.f

about the unintended effects of the
fconstant
tomerf

Their
was

on

need

to

primary

that the

the

that

voice and reflects
to

consensus

employees suggested

that this lack of vigorous debate leads

this point
emphasis on pro
speaks with one
increas

fgroup thinkf and
watered-down analytic product.
ingly

Several DS &T

cus

concern on

current

ducing analysis
leads

please

the free flow of ideas.

a

to an

overreliance

judgment

in

on

making

contractors™
crucial decisions

about support for R&D programs.
Another scientist in the directorate
said the absence of debate leads

to

fa

cultural arrogance that builds what is
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When

people

fear

they

will be blamed for

technologically
focus

but does
needs.f

neat

on customer

anything short of an
optimal outcome,

not

pressure is created to
do whatever it takes to
Misdefining Failure and
Fear of Taking Risks

the

long

had

a

fcan-dof

ethical

approach to its mission, character
ized in particular by a refusal to
accept failure

end result

as an

even

including cutting

ethical

and

covering up mistakes. By
contrast, if it is understood and
accepted that failure often results not
from dereliction of duty or lack of
effort, there is less chance that people
will feel the need to compromise their

integrity
this
be

when

sense,

things go badly. In
they argued, failure should

part of the normal cost of
business. One senior DI man

seen as

doing

ager put it this way: fIf you have

been wrong

lately,

you

are not

up mistakes.

covering

mal outcome, pressure is created to
do whatever it takes to achieve that
outcome,

and

in

the most difficult of situations. Every
employee I interviewed was justifi
ably proud of this tradition. A
significant number of them, how
ever, also suggested that this
unwillingness to tolerate failure has a
negative side as well. They argued
that when people fear they will be
blamed for anything short of an opti

corners

corners

not

doing

9~
quences, it

by forgiveness.
must

finally

must

In other

for disci

both sides of

Many on
agreed that amidst

this

accountability, as one manager put it,
fNobody is taking risks out there.f

be understood that,

as

manage

nature

of

guru Peter

Senge puts it,
fScrewups will not always be hang
ing over the offender™s head.f 6 Many
I interviewed pointed to fear of just
such stigmatizing screwups as the
force behind what they described as
ment

the frisk aversef
exists

across

environment that

the

In the

DS&T, I heard from several
individuals that managers often seek
fguarantee of successf before com

mitting
cost

people in the DI,
ftyranny of reputation,f
bad call

I heard of

a

do

not

receive serious

consideration.

in which fa

stay with you for three
greatly influencing future

years,f

project. The
tendency, they argued, is

that many of the most difficult
projects with potentially the greatest

Agency today.

From

a

resources to a

of this

payoffs

work

cause

words, it

can

assignments

and

opportunities

for advancement. Others suggested
that at times potentially valuable lines
of analysis do not reach policymakers

ftoday

there is little

and fwe

dare

to

be

believe.f

Promotion and Performance

Appraisal
Almost without

exception, the

peo

ple interviewedŠincluding senior
managersŠagreed that it is in the
area of promotion and performance
appraisal that management most
fwalks the talkf on ethics and integ
rity. Are people actually rewarded for
integrity, or chiefly for effectiveness
more narrowly defined, such as the
ability to get a job done quickly and
without flaps? The best managers do
I

both, and
such

as an
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failure and

confusion about the real

believed that failure should be

regarded primarily
opportunity
learning and growth, rather than
as cause for punishment and
perma
nent stigmatization. Thus, even
though failure must have conse

a

action.

be followed

people who made this point were
quick to note, however, that accept
ing failure does not mean there
should be no accountability for nega
tive results. They insisted that ethical
lapses and poor performance must
have very real consequences. But they

The

appropriately accountable for
horribly bad tradecraft.f Many oth
ers, however, felt that the overriding
lesson of the Guatemala episode is
that faccountability is a codeword for
political expediencyfŠthat whatever
displeases senior management can be

the divide

because

job.f

held

plinary

ness to

for

ment

deemed

willing
wrong.f They saw
the same force behind changes in the
language used in intelligence prod
ucts, pointing to the increased
reliance on what they describe as
ffudge wordsf that allow analysts to
hedge their bets in place of more
direct phrases like fin our judgmentf

your

Some saw the manage
decisions in the Guatemala case
instance of people ffinally being

operations.
as an

achieve that outcome,

including cutting
The CIA has

but conflicting messages about what
constitutes failure in the world of

I heard

people

at

numerous

stories of

the CIA.

In the

DO, disciplinary actions
recently taken by senior management
regarding operations in Guatemala in

described

the 1980s have

Agency

clearly sent powerful

But many I interviewed also
a long tradition at the

of promoting

people

who

Ethics

While I did fmd

have demonstrated effectiveness

at

the

suggested

expense of integrity.
that this was because the system did
not ask or encourage them to do oth
erwise. As one manager in the DS&T
Most

told

me,

manager™s old role was
spend money fast. Getting the sys
tem

done

fA

and

on cost

on

everything. This is what you
rewarded for, and management
the

someone™s

In the

the

piles

DO, I

past.

of bodies left from

~9

frequently

heard about

fcase

target. Others shared stories of fman
agement by intimidationf and

employees like assets.f
This management style did not
inspire much devotion or sincere
commitment from those subjected to
it. fWe need people you want to fol

to

look

entire

broadly

career,

at

that individual™s

rather than

fextrapolat

ing from possibly isolated ethical

lapses to decide that the
fundamentally corrupt.f

person is

out

have worked for

we

wanted

to

throw

of the trench.f

While this may be the

case, to

a cer

tain

is what

matters

extent

here,

as

perception

employees

take their

cues

they are.

Given

this, managers should understand that
cannot

fstart overf with

integrity

they become managers; to a great
most powerful message has
been
sent.
already
Senior management may at times
underestimate the symbolic, power of
promotion decisions, and several of

have done

things I would never do,f
everybody knows it.f

she said, fand

they acknowledged that it
problem, but pointed out
making promotion decisions

managers,
has been a
that in

managers often have more informa
tion about an individual than the rest

of the work force. This allows them

integrity.

tradition

as a

I interviewed cited this

welcome

casualty

of the

allow for

keeping nonperformers on
payroll. Thus, while I did find
widespread concern that integrity and
ethical decisionmaking are not yet
adequately rewarded at the CIA, I
also found a general consensus that
the

their absence is less tolerated than in
the past.

those I interviewed recommended
that

an

effort be made

fhallway reputationsf
order

to

larger

factor in

to measure

ficulty

make issues of integrity

promotion

of accurately

the

A

Program of Ethics Education

of people in

Others, however, pointed
When I raised this issue with senior

to

managers got where

ethical behavior continue to receive
too little emphasis in determining
who will be promoted. One of the
people I interviewed expressed this
view more strongly than others: fPeo
who

real commitment

Aldrich Ames affair, as well as of an
era in which tighter budgets do not

extent, the

getting promoted

lacking in
integrity. They referred to a tradition
of avoiding the task of holding peo
ple accountable for even the most
egregious breaches of integrity, of
fpassing the trash,f rather than forc
ing a change in behavior or
separation from the organization.
They pointed out that often there
were good intentions behind this tra
dition: the Agency sought to protect
its own and also had to weigh the
troubling security implications of fir
ing a disgruntled employee. Despite
these good intentions, however, when

Many of those

once

are

consequences for conduct

about

A

pie today

I interviewed also spoke of a
related failure to enforce adequate

Many

what behavior is rewarded in the orga
nization from their reading of how top

they

significant number of those I spoke
with suggested that, despite current
efforts to improve the quality of
Agency management, integrity and

to

managers failed to take action in such
cases the wrong message was sent to
employees about the organization™s

our

of the trench,f a young DO
officer told me. fA lot of the people I
out

tolerated than in the

were

gamef
officering other case
officersf and frunning opsf against
each other because people had no
incentive to work together against a

low

their absence is less

of the fnumbers

to

ftreating

general consensus that

rise.f

legacy

that led

yet rewarded at
the CIA, I also a found

them about it, and then you have
really do it.f

not

are

schedule

was

ignored

to

widespread concern
that integrity and
ethical decisionmaking

a

decisions.
out

the dif

measuring
something so intangible. In both
cases, people agreed on the need for
management to send clear signals on
the issue. fIf people are going to be
promoted based on integrity,f one
have got to tell
man argued, fyou

This

inquiry began with the assertion
organization should not think
of ethics uniquely or even primarily
as a problem of training and educa
that

an

Broadening the issue from
to integrity leads to a more
productive focus on the institutional
structures and management practices
tion.

ethics

that

ethical dilemmas or
their efficient resolution.

create

impede
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Without attention

to

the

integrity presented by

to

tures

and

practices,

even

thought and attention.
atively ask participants

challenges
these

struc

the best

organization.
That said, a quality program of eth
ics education is an essential element

Ethics education should be
as

of an overall strategy for organiza
tional integrity. Some of the lessons

compliance

course of this project
to inform the develop

ment

of such

a

few

a

program of ethics education
should be based on case studies spe
cific to intelligence that illustrate the
most difficult issues of right versus

pursue in

might

presented

versus
our own

not as a matter
or as

colleagues

preliminary

effective

the

of legal

be individual advancement

teamwork; taking risks versus
of failure; and customer ser

telling truth to power.
together, a carefully prepared
group of such studies could help cre
ate a framework for thinking about
versus

Taken

more

organization.

suggestions:

ethics

at

actual

the CIA that is based

experience

Ethics education for all parts of the
Agency should be corporate in

The CIA should grow its own pro
gram of ethics education. Because

intelligence is a unique field with
ticular ethical challenges and
dilemmas, the
ants

use

nature.

par

ences

the

significant differ

directorates, the Agency

of outside consult

afford

cannot

have four separate ethical
subcultures.

without full clearances will in

general be of limited value. One pos
sibility might be to develop a number
of fintelligence ethicists,f who would
first spend several years studying
approaches to ethics in the worlds of
business, law, medicine, the military,

Despite

in mission among the four

to

A CIA ethics program should
Ł

encour

age students to identify and debate
the ideals upon which the Agency™s
mission is based.

thereafter be tasked with developing
case studies and curriculums that
incorporate the best thinking from
other fields in ways that apply to the

intelligence profession.
CIA ethics education should present

ethics as an evolving framework of
values that requires continual
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In addition
on

were

in which managers consider
the ethics of good management,
among them fairness in perfor
mance

evaluation and
to

promotion,
employee needs, open

dissent, and the acceptance
of failure and the commitment to
learn from it.
ness to

studies that focus

made, ethics education

at

the

CIA should celebrate the fheroes

integrityf
Agency™s

who have stood
core

of

by the

values in the face of

pressure. These heroes should include
both those who prevailed in the end

and those who failed

organizational heritage
one

and should also call

high

standard.

Eth
that

honorably.

ics education should remind

same
courses

to case

the times when bad decisions

Ethics education should include

sensitivity
Ł

Ł

cal
Ł

legal

compliance.

our

and elsewhere, and who would

on

and shared values

instead of on rules and
Ł

deeply

two or more

cost

vice

for

fpunishmentf

and managers and

as an

in which

right,

held values come into conflict.
Among these conflicting values

past misdeeds. It should be discussed
as something that makes us better

program. In

conclusion, I offer

something we

self-interest,

learned in the
serve

CIA™s
Ł

consider

the connection between their profes
sional and personal ethics and should
push them to think about reasons for
differences between the two.

ethics program is destined to become
irrelevant within the larger life of the

might

It should
to

is

us
an

us to

ethi

the
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Ethics Interview Format
1.

Please agree or disagree with this statement
about the ethical implications of your job?

2.

What

inputs shape your

3.

What

are some

4.

To what

degree do

the

of your work? Which

5.

of ethics and

own sense

examples

standards and

specific policies
an

CIA offIcer:

fEspionage

is

essentially amoral.f

How do you think

morality?

of ethical dilemmas that you

Agency™s

When confronted with

by a career

or

your

colleagues

have faced?

policies give you practical guidance on the
likely to look to for such guidance?

ethical issues you face in the

course

would you be

issue that has ethical

implications,

what

decisionmaking process

do you go

through

to

reach

a

decision?
6.

In what ways does the

organization reward

experience, is raising ethical
aged or discouraged?

Ł

Is

How

making ethically sound decisions

What

organization
accountability?

are we as an

improve
8.

of this

In your
Ł

7.

structure

such

degree

and

as

concerns or

a

factor in

individual

or

hinder ethical

decisionmaking?

objections with supervisors

determining who

employees

is

about

promoted

Agency policies

and who receives

or

programs

performance

encour

awards?

held accountable for ethical behavior? What could be done

of importance would you say senior management

places

on

ethics and

integrity? What

leads you

to

to

this

conclusion?
9.

Have

we

noticed

10.

a

become

more or

less fethicalf

difference, what do

What, if anything, would

as an

organization during

you think has driven this

you like

to see

done

to

the time you ~have been with the

Agency?

If you have

change?

improve

or

reinforce the ethical climate in the

Agency today?
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